Theory
ideal MHD equations in large aspect ratio limit Ya. Kolesnichenko et al., Phys. Plasmas 8, 491 (2001) coupled system of equations: here: restriction to two mode model equilibrium quantities coupling of different Fourier harmonics determined byǫ parameter: in large aspect ratio tokamak equilibrium:
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Numerical methods I
Solution with Riccati shooting method
• system of linear equations
• this equation is solved as initial value problem in the complex plane (x → z) along an arbitrary path to avoid singularities.
• eigenvalues are zeros of |R l (ω)−R r (ω)| at a prescibed fitting point (R l , R r : left/right solutions).
• highly accurate adaptive integration method used. ⇒ very robust method especially for stiff equations and higher order equations.
Numerical methods II
Finite element method using B-splines
• B splines (piecewise continuous polynomials) of arbitrary order
• huge sparse matrices
• parallel storage and solvers using PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation)
• solve eigenvalue problem using SLEPc
• variety of solvers direct/iterative
Axel Könies · IPP Greifswald, Stellarator Theory r-plane
Re r = x complex
• integration contour has to be deformed when the singularity moves away from the real axis
• deformation depends on sign of ∂ω ∂r (see also M. S. Chu et al. Phys. Plasmas 1, 1214 (1994 .)
• for the cases considered here, a contour in the lower half plane of the complex rcontour can be chosen m= 0, n= 0 m= 1, n= -1 m= 0, n= -1 m= 0, n= 1 m= 1, n= 0 m= 3, n= -2 m= 2, n= 0 m= 1, n= 1 m= 2, n= -1 m= 1, n= -2 m= 3, n= -3 m= 1, n= -3 m= 0, n= -2 m= 0, n= 2 m= 4, n= -2 Axel Könies · IPP Greifswald, Stellarator Theory 
